INTRODUCTION
Since the medical management of EP was introduced by Dr. Steven Ory at CAOG (and published in 1986 in the American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology), diagnostic criteria have been established to predict its successful medical treatment, which includes its sonographic dimensions (< 4.0 cm EP), its associated low hCG level (< 5000 mIU/ml), and whether there was no embryonic cardiac motion. With the advanced sonographic techniques that have become available, there is yet another feature warranting its inclusion in the diagnostic criteria that we currently use when embarking on the medical treatment with MTX of a known ectopically implanted tubal pregnancy. Specifically, it is the Vascularity Index (VI), which indicates the color density of associated vasculature at the ectopic implantation site. Since tubal rupture is a finite possibility with a tubal EP that is medically treated, there may be significant consequences should rupture occur, and this may be potentially avoidable with the use of diagnostic 3D TVS PDA, as this investigation reports.

VASCULARITY INDEX (VI) – WHAT IT IS
VI is the number of color flow-containing voxels divided by the total number of voxels within the EP volume - region of interest (ROI), expressed as a value (i.e. a percentage).

VASCULARITY INDEX – HOW IT IS CALCULATED
Step 1 - 3D U/S VOLUME ACQUISITION of the EP with PDA
Step 2 - Obtain the EP volume using Virtual Organ Computer-aided Analysis (VOCAL)
Step 3 - Calculation of VI using HISTOGRAM

CONCLUSION
We describe a series of consecutive cases of ectopic pregnancy presenting to our Emergency Department, with 3D TVS PDA performed prior to surgical or medical treatment. Eight cases of tubal rupture occurred subsequent to IM methotrexate, and one additional case of MTX-failure (non-descent of hCG). Since mortality is known to occur from EP resulting from tubal rupture, the authors wish to describe this advanced sonographic feature to illustrate its potential clinical value. Such significantly increased vascularity, described by a highly elevated Vascularity Index (> 9.5), which identifies the vasculature that surrounds the tube at the ectopic implantation site, was seen in 41% of our data set of 64 cases of ectopic pregnancy. This vasculature surrounding the fallopian tube is often referred to as a “ring of fire”, and the VI is its numerical representation. Since we now have the capability of possibly predicting such serious morbidity from tubal rupture after medical therapy for this is given, we wish to show some examples of this, in order that the gynecologic community (and their patients treated) can benefit from this information.
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